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Wayne Burden is a Senior Digital Marketing Consultant with an
outstanding track record. His impressive portfolio of digital
projects includes launching over 24 successful websites, creating
and delivering impactful marketing strategies and driving
optimisation that has boosted business performance, innovation
and growth.

For the last 12 years, Wayne has supported diverse organisations
such as Marks & Spencer’s, Weight Watchers, Quintessentially,
Flash Pack Travel, SThree Group, Cornerstone on Demand,
Frame and many more. Leading projects of varying size and
complexity, end-to-end with budgets as high as £5million,
managed across multiple teams.
Core areas of expertise include:
















Digital marketing strategies
Digital performance/optimisation
Digital transformations
Advanced web analytics
SEO & PPC & paid social & display
Online advertising & performance
CRM & email marketing
Campaign innovation
CRO, UX & UI
Customer journey development
Team management
Ecommerce & dev roadmaps
Project management
Social media/management
HTML/CSS/SQL

Whether a fast-moving start-up, scale-up or a mature global
organisation, Wayne champions online innovation, developing
tailored digital marketing strategies that support unique strategic
goals and objectives.
With a ‘digital first’ and ‘conversion rate optimisation’ mind-set,
Wayne is results-focused. He creates measurable marketing plans
that challenge status quo behaviours - driving technological
change and pushing innovation - to achieve market standout as
part of integrated user experiences.

Enabling better outcomes. Through Digital.

Key achievements include:
 Directed digital transformation for a £1bn
FTSE global recruitment firm and launched
14 new websites, across 10 brands.
Development of innovative strategy,
roadmap, process and objectives as main
component of corporate restructuring.
Supporting attainment of over 100,000
leads (culminating in £15M annual
revenues) through CRO, UX and website
functionality implementation.
 Working with one the world’s largest health
brands, created and delivered a robust SEO
strategy and CRO programme which
supported attainment of 59,000 sales, a
20% increase YoY and an increase in
website traffic by 130%.
 Developed highly tailored user ad
experiences for a leading travel brand, with
direct impact on search performance; uplift
in brand awareness by 37%, an uplift in
impressions and a 12% rise in CTR.
Conversions and revenue saw increases of
40% and 62% respectively over the same
period.
I've had the pleasure of working with Wayne
twice across two different brands and Wayne
never disappoints. Always bringing fresh
thinking to often complex business
challenges, Wayne's grasp of inbound
activity coupled with a CRO mindset has
delivered some great outputs. He is the
perfect blend of strategic understanding,
operational consideration and actionable
enhancements.
Dan Brooksbank, Head of Digital at GBG
Plc

www.digitalworksgroup.com

Wayne Burden is part of a multidisciplinary team of strategy, execution
and growth experts.

Think
Our Strategy, Leadership &
Innovation team are experts in
helping clients develop successful
digital strategies

Execute & Grow
Our Optimisation & Delivery team
are experts in helping clients
successfully execute their digital
strategy and grow.

End-to-end or specific needs. Our team is structured to
provide the exact skills you need
A ‘think + do’ approach. With expertise, methods and
networks to rapidly deliver tangible business benefits
A collaborative, pragmatic, and flexible culture. Sharing
insights and expertise to bring the best to our clients
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